SUN STUDIO GEAR

GUITARS
Epiphone Les Paul Gold Top
Epiphone Les Paul Custom
Gibson ES 335
Gibson Custom 335
Gibson ES 335 Roy Orbison Model
Gibson ES-295
Gibson Dove Elvis Model
Gibson ES-335
Martin D-28
Gretsch New Yorker

Fender Precision Bass

AMPLIFIERS
Fender Excelsior
Fender Bronco
Fender 5E3 Deluxe
Fender 65 Princeton Reverb Reissue
Fender Deluxe 5D3
Danelectro Nifty Fifty
Gibson GA 20
Ampex B15 Portaflex

MISC
1960s Ludwig Drum Kit (4pc)
1950s Hammond B3 with Leslie Cabinet (Model 122)
1950s Wurlitzer Spinet Piano
1950s Kay Double Bass

MICROPHONES
ALTEC M11 (21B Coke Bottle)
ALTEC 639B
WESTERN ELECTRIC 639B
SHURE 5575 LE
RCA MI 6203C Varacoustic
RCA 77D (x2)
RCA 44BX (x2)
SENN 421 (x2)
SHURE SM7 (x2)
NEUMAN U87A (x2)
AKG C414 EB
AKG D112
SHURE SM57 (x5)
SHURE KSM32
RADIAL PRO DI (x4)
AVALON PreAmp/DI

CONTROL ROOM
PROTOOLS HD SYSTEM (9.0.6)
Lynx Aurora 16 CH. Converter

AMPPEX 350 1/4" Mono Tape Machine
AMPPEX 351 1/4" Mono Tape Machine

Westlake Audio BBSM6
Custom Sun Studio Playback Speaker Cabinet
BGH 750E Power Amp
Hear Technologies 8 CH Headphone System
Galaxy Powered Hot Spot Monitors (x3)

SPECTRA SONICS MODEL 610 CompLimiter (x2)
UREI 1176LN Peak Limiter (x2)
API 2500 BUS Compressor
GATES M3529B Compressor

RCA 76D 6 CH. CUSTOM TUBE CONSOLE
BERLANT CONCERTONE Series 30 Tube Preamp (x2)
AMPEX MX10 4 CH. TUBE MIXER
CUSTOM 2 CH. Preamp (AMEK CLONE)
UA Solo 610 PreAmp/DI (x2)